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Maxwell’s equations are of interest as they form the theoretical nucleus around which
much of modern technology has developed. Over the past one and a half centuries after
they were first aggregated, this system of equations provides a description of electric
and magnetic phenomena, from static to dynamic. As a result, electromagnetic theory
has strong predictive power and electromagnetic simulation tools are rapidly becoming
indispensable to design devices for modern technology driven era. For a good part of
the last century, the design of devices that exploited the physics behind these equations
was largely done experimentally. However, with rapid rise in computational horsepower
and the advent of powerful algorithms, the solution to these equations for realistic
problems seems to be with reach. Over the years, we have been instrumental in introducing several in key algorithms that are designed to extend the reach of computational
electromagnetic tools; our goals have been to develop methods that enable simulations
from DC to daylight with high fidelity; this involves intriguing theoretical and numerical
challenges to help bridge scales. This talk will focus on both recent and no-so recent efforts in my group in address this class of problems. Several examples illustrating the efficacy of these methods and their application to a range of problems will be presented.
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